PLEXIGLAS® MULTICOLOR

A Kaleidoscope of Colors
PLEXIGLAS® MULTICOLOR

No End of Colors!
PLEXIGLAS® MULTICOLOR is a range of multi-layer solid sheets. Let yourself be inspired by the billions of possible color and surface combinations. Whatever the look you hope to achieve, PLEXIGLAS® MULTICOLOR offers you the suitable variants, as well as a multitude of fascinating edge and lighting effects.

Simply Inimitable!
Choose the desired hues from some 250 possible PLEXIGLAS® GS colors and give free rein to your creativity. You can combine both transparent, translucent and opaquely colored layers.

Our special manufacturing process provides sheets with two or three different colored layers that give you a completely free hand:

- high-gloss, satin or textured surfaces,
- a transparent middle layer,
- a colored middle layer.
- On request, we also manufacture sheets in your individual corporate identity color.
Quick and Cost-Effective!
Two- or three-colored motifs can be simply obtained by cutouts of different depths.

From now on, you can forget all problems of surface bonding and the associated costs and risks.

For Inside and Out!
PLEXIGLAS® MULTICOLOR is ideally suited for outdoor use. Unlike sheets with conventional adhesive film, PLEXIGLAS® MULTICOLOR shows the legendary weather resistance of PLEXIGLAS®. What’s more, the color layers are inseparably fused with each other, making delamination impossible.

The Eye-Catcher!
PLEXIGLAS® MULTICOLOR is ideal for creating lighting effects and adding splashes of color. Whether lighted, transilluminated or edge-lit, PLEXIGLAS® MULTICOLOR attracts favorable attention.

Furniture, POP displays and presentation elements as well as luminaires and luminous objects made from PLEXIGLAS® MULTICOLOR always catch the eye.
PLEXIGLAS® MULTICOLOR is just as easy to fabricate as all other solid sheets made from PLEXIGLAS® GS.

Sheets are available in size 3,000 x 2,000 mm and 2,000 x 1,200 mm.

The total thickness is at least 9 mm. The middle layer is 3 to 6 mm thick. The two outer colored layers have identical thicknesses of 3 mm or more.

One consignment consists of at least 15 sheets of PLEXIGLAS® MULTICOLOR of the same size and total thickness. Up to five sheets each can be selected with outer layers in different color combinations. Only the middle layer has the same color and thickness in any given consignment.